


Are you looking for fun and simple thematic centers that you can prep 
quickly for your preschool classroom?  Preschool Thanksgiving Centers 
was created for children ages 4-6 and mature 3 year-olds (looking for 
a challenge).  These centers are sure to keep their interest and will 
help build important literacy, math and writing (fine-motor) skills.  

This unit includes:
-20 Ready to go centers
-Material checklist
-Activity instructions
-Student instructions to build independence
-Bin/bag labels

The centers include:  
1. Turkey Shape Sort:  Sort turkey feathers by shapes.
2. Turkey Chain Feathers:  Identify numbers 1-10 and match chain links 

to each number.
3. Thankful for Letters:  Letter identification and order using a lacing 

string and beads.
4. Tricky Turkey ABC Match:  match uppercase letters using a chain 

link.
5. Turkey Roll and Build:  Roll the dice, identify the number.  Stack the 

blocks to match the number. 
6. Feed the Turkey:  Choose a card, feed the turkey the matching 

number of candy corn.
7. November Seek-n-Find:  Search for Items at the first Thanksgiving 

and search a forest for turkeys.



8.  Turkey Number Trace:  Count the feather on the turkey and 
identify the number.  Trace the numbers with an EXPO marker.
9.  Thanksgiving Tracing Mini:  Use fine-motor skills to trace  
Thanksgiving-themed figures and create a mini-book.
10.  Monster Tear:  Use fine-motor skills to tear pieces of construction 

or tissue squares to decorate a monster.
10. November ABC Search:  Identify the picture.  Color only the shapes 

with letters.  Identify the mystery letter/beginning sound
12. Turkey Geo Shapes:  Choose a card and make the shape using 
rubber bands and geoboards.
13. Terrific Turkey Beading:  Use fine motor skills to pull beads over 
turkey tail feathers.
14.  Turkey Tangram Tail:  match pattern blocks to the turkey tail.  
Compare the shapes.
15. Turkey Tom Tracing Tracks:  Trace the lines to help Turkey Tom 

find his egg.
16. Turkey Color Sort:  Sort feathers beads and other materials by 

color.
17. Serving Turkey Shapes:  Identify the shape on the platter.  Use a 

clothespin to mark the matching shape.
18. Thanksgiving Dinner Pattern:  choose the food item to complete the 

pattern in each set.
19. Thanksgiving ABC Bingo:  Choose a magnet and mark the matching 

letter on the Bingo card.
20. Thanksgiving Plate:  Cut and paste the missing food item on each 

page. 
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